.
To digress into physics of the early medical studies :
( (6) The lightest atom is that of the light hydrogen which is composed of 1 proton and 1 electron. Its atomic number is 1 and atomic weight is 1.0078. (7) The heavy hydrogen is composed of 1 proton, 1 neutron and 1 electron. Its atomic number is 1, but atomic weight is 2.0143. The mixture in naturally occurring hydrogen has an atomic weight of 1.008. The heavy water is composed of heavy hydrogen. After its discovery many years ago many attempts were made to find a use for it in medicine but it has remained useless. The heavy hydrogen provides the most destructive weapon man can make, the hydrogen bomb, , which is a direct descendant of the atom bomb. (8) (Anderson, loc. cit.) .
Here is an abstract from the recently published British textbook on Civil Defence against atom raids. One bomb like those dropped in Japan, bursting in the air over a British city, would ruin in a one-mile radius from the centre of the explosion 30,000 .houses; in a further 1^-mile radius 35,000 houses will need major repairs and no less than 100,000 houses minor repairs. It will affect the homes of 400,000 people. Civil defence workers of the atom raids will visit the ruins. in a respirator, denim overalls, rubber gloves and gum boots. Such will be the effects of the bombs of yesterday. The bomb of to-day is more destructive. It is the hydrogen bomb in which heavy hydrogen is hit by neutrons at a temperature of 100 million degrees. This temperature is produced by the burst of the ordinary bomb of yesterday. The destructive power of hydrogen is 8 to 10 times that of uranium or plutonium (Salia, Lyon's Medical Jurisprudence for India, in press).
The mother of these weapons of destruction is the atomic pile of nuclear physics laboratory.
